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The Art of Network Penetration Testing is a guide to simulating an internal security breach.

You’ll take on the role of the attacker and work through every stage of a professional pentest,

from information gathering to seizing control of a system and owning the

network.SummaryPenetration testing is about more than just getting through a perimeter

firewall. The biggest security threats are inside the network, where attackers can rampage

through sensitive data by exploiting weak access controls and poorly patched software.

Designed for up-and-coming security professionals, The Art of Network Penetration Testing

teaches you how to take over an enterprise network from the inside. It lays out every stage of

an internal security assessment step-by-step, showing you how to identify weaknesses before

a malicious invader can do real damage.Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in

PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.About the technologyPenetration

testers uncover security gaps by attacking networks exactly like malicious intruders do. To

become a world-class pentester, you need to master offensive security concepts, leverage a

proven methodology, and practice, practice, practice. Th is book delivers insights from security

expert Royce Davis, along with a virtual testing environment you can use to hone your

skills.About the bookThe Art of Network Penetration Testing is a guide to simulating an internal

security breach. You’ll take on the role of the attacker and work through every stage of a

professional pentest, from information gathering to seizing control of a system and owning the

network. As you brute force passwords, exploit unpatched services, and elevate network level

privileges, you’ll learn where the weaknesses are—and how to take advantage of them.What's

inside Set up a virtual pentest lab Exploit Windows and Linux network vulnerabilities

Establish persistent re-entry to compromised targets Detail your findings in an engagement

reportAbout the readerFor tech professionals. No security experience required.About the

authorRoyce Davis has orchestrated hundreds of penetration tests, helping to secure many of

the largest companies in the world.Table of Contents1 Network Penetration TestingPHASE 1 -

INFORMATION GATHERING2 Discovering network hosts3 Discovering network services4

Discovering network vulnerabilitiesPHASE 2 - FOCUSED PENETRATION5 Attacking

vulnerable web services6 Attacking vulnerable database services7 Attacking unpatched

servicesPHASE 3 - POST-EXPLOITATION AND PRIVILEGE ESCALATION8 Windows post-

exploitation9 Linux or UNIX post-exploitation10 Controlling the entire networkPHASE 4 -

DOCUMENTATION11 Post-engagement cleanup12 Writing a solid pentest deliverable

"An excellent reference for all stages of the penetration process."--Sven Stumpf, BASF"A

practical approach that covers everything a beginner needs to getinto the field."--Imanol

Valiente Martín, Full On Net"Leads you through a practical and well-structured process.

Highlyrecommended!"--Sithum Nissanka, Worldline"The best Penetration Testing

Fundamentals book written so far!"--Víctor Durán, developer, HiQ Stockholm"Excellent book! It

teaches you how to defend yourself againstattacks, but also how to execute penetration tests

yourself."--Marcel van den Brink, TBAuctions --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorRoyce Davis is a principal red team engineer and accomplished

information security consultant who has attacked and successfully penetrated hundreds of

complex enterprise networks belonging to some of the largest companies in the world.He is the

co-founder of Pentestgeek[.]com where he has created numerous educational resources



helping students learn about ethical hacking and penetration testing. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.
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K3n3th, “Excellent Book. This is perhaps one of the best books on the subject I have seen.

Well done.”

MR BEN J DEBONT, “Must-buy for penetration testers who wish to be effective. As a CISO for

the past nine years my time is pretty limited, so it is not often I make the effort to read a

technical manual unless I feel it is really going to benefit my work. This book was a worthy

exception. I found “The Art of Network Penetration Testing: How to take over any company in

the world” to be so valuable because it focuses on factual network penetration testing instead

of over dramatized hacking tools that look cool in a book, but are unlikely to occur in a real

engagement.Students who spend thousands of dollars on industry certification programs will

still lack the knowledge to be effective live on the job without shadowing a veteran assessor. A

security advocate who is new to the field could follow this authors methodology almost like a

recipe, and conduct a thorough engagement with confidence.I found the end chapters to be

particularly compelling as they focused on solid deliverables. This is generally not taught

because it is not sexy, but it is what junior people struggle with the most and what managers

like me care about when looking to promote the most impactful employees.I will be purchasing

copies of this book for my technical teams; I suggest you do the same.”

Jared Bird, “Excellent book for aspiring penetration testers. This is the book I wish existed

when I got started doing penetration testing. The author has done a fantastic job of detailing

how to perform an internal network pentest, including what to do, when to do it, how to do it,

the reasons for each "phase", and then guiding you to do it in your own lab environment, all

while explaining how everything ties together in an easy-to-understand way. If you are an

aspiring penetration tester, I highly recommend reading this book and completing the

exercises. I genuinely believe this book provides just as much knowledge, if not more than the

several thousand-dollar training courses being offered to teach you how to conduct an internal

network pentest.”

Melboogz, “Awesome Book. Royce Davis book is great for newcomers like me. I learned some

of the concepts but Royce went into detail on how it works with examples using flow charts.

From what I learned before to know I say Royce fined tuned some areas of mine like NMAP.As



I stated I am a new comer and one area I have the most trouble was with Meterpreter Once I

hit phase 3 it was like Royce already knew the questions I had that was unanswered. The

Phase I hung on the most was documentation as I was interviewed for a Red Teamand they

wanted reports cranked out like nobody's business with this book I got a clear in depth way of

writing a report other just show an example I learn better by detail and breakdowns and Royce

hits the spot in those areas. Can't  wait to start his bugbounty course.”

FanOfTechnicalBooks, “Buen libro. Le doy 4 estrellas en vez de 5 porque se hace corto,

considero que al libro le hace falta 100 paginas más en la fase de explotación de

vulnerabilidades, en la misma línea.El mayor aporte que tiene este libro en mi opinión es que

te dice cómo te tienes que organizar para hacer un pentest interno.Hay bastante detalle de

cómo hacer escaneos, organizar los ficheros,analizarlos, construir diccionarios...te da

consejos relevantes y prácticos que son bastante útiles, como lo haría un pentester

profesional.Muy fácil de entender y ameno.”

The book by Royce Davis has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 14 people have provided feedback.
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